Plotting renewal: Pushing curriculum boundaries using a web based graduate attribute mapping tool
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This paper shows how technology coupled with a staff development strategy and legitimated by university strategic and quality assurance mechanisms can push boundaries and question comfort zones in a contested area. The paper explains how a web based graduate attribute mapping tool developed by Murdoch University has been harnessed with common sense and informed staff development strategies to facilitate reflection and renewal of curriculum for both individual units and courses of study.
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The relationship between graduate attributes and teaching and learning is widely recognised. The Higher Education Council report Achieving Quality (1992) directly linked ‘the attributes of graduates to the processes of teaching and learning by which the attributes are acquired. The pursuit of one, it implies, leads directly to the heart of the other. Description (and evaluation) of graduate attributes entails description (and evaluation) of “all the processes” of teaching and learning’ (Clanchy and Ballard, 1995). Hager (2002) subsequently identified course development, course delivery, assessment and quality assurance as the educational advantages that are possible from a ‘well founded set of generic skills’.

This paper describes how a web based graduate attribute mapping tool has been used with a number of staff development strategies to push the boundaries of curriculum development and question the comfort zones of individual academics. The Graduate Attribute Mapping Program (GAMP) is a key part of the School Development Process (SDP), a university-wide strategic process led from within the Teaching and Learning Centre (TLC). The SDP is designed to assist Schools of Study across Murdoch University prepare for their five yearly review. School reviews are a key university quality assurance mechanism and one of the major objectives of the SDP is to ensure that undergraduate curriculum renewal occurs prior to School reviews. Thus, the potential for change and development in teaching and learning is being facilitated across the university and has the full support of management. The SDP includes a number of processes but the GAMP tool is pivotal in pushing boundaries as it brings a university-wide teaching and learning development strategy into the office and to the desk of every individual academic on a five yearly rotational basis. It is here, using GAMP for unit by unit mapping with individuals, that teaching and learning staff attempt to provide an environment for reflection on, and support for, changes to curriculum practices. The SDP subsequently brings the information generated by individuals using this tool into staff workshops for analysis and discussion. Thus, with individuals and in groups the potential arises to push boundaries and question comfortable practices in curriculum development and renewal.

Background

Before examining how GAMP is used at Murdoch University, it is important to discuss the context of its implementation, including resistance and compliance to graduate attributes that have impeded or facilitated curriculum development. This is followed by a description of the GAMP web–based tool and how it is embedded into a strategic initiative, led by the Teaching and Learning Centre.

Divergent views about, and attitudes towards, graduate attributes have been expressed since the early 1990s. In line with their overseas counterparts, Australian universities began defining and endorsing their own lists of graduate attributes or qualities and began to a lesser or greater extent to embed them in the curriculum. Debate about graduate attributes at Murdoch University came from a range of areas across
the university and from a range of perspectives. These arguments can be summarised as political, semantic and those related to university process.

Firstly, there was resistance to the politics of graduate attributes. In some quarters opposition was voiced to what was seen as university management following Government driven attempts to institute further control and surveillance mechanisms under the guise of accountability. It was feared that this move has the potential to establish key competencies for undergraduate studies. In these same quarters some staff, while acknowledging the need for students to be employed, argued that graduate attributes reflected a Government agenda to shift the educational mission of the university to graduating students with vocational skills at the expense of other educational goals. Indeed, many of the federal employment reports (Curtis and McKenzie, 2001; Field, 2001; McInnis and James, 2002) pointed to the need for universities to graduate students who were directly prepared for the workplace. Dissenting voices came primarily from non-vocational areas of the university. This was not an issue in professional disciplines, such as Engineering, who were well accustomed to meeting professional accreditation standards and showing how a degree program develops the employment skills of undergraduates. International examples were also used here to support or question Murdoch’s involvement with graduate attributes. Some staff quoted what they saw as the failure of this process elsewhere. Others pointed to the exemplary way the lists are used in North American institutions with Alverno College1 and its comprehensive list providing a prime example.

Secondly, at a semantic level questions were raised about the meaning and definition of the graduate attributes themselves. Clanchy and Ballard (1995) highlight the problem in defining graduate attributes which lump together ‘personal qualities, generalised capacities, individual attitudes, value systems, professional competencies, higher order generic skills and lower order technical ones’. In 2000 when Murdoch University endorsed a list of 7 attributes this definitional problem became apparent, with concerns about: the collapsing of skills, attitudes and values, the range of possible interpretations of the terms for different disciplines (and the lack of guidance on this) and inconsistencies and gaps in the list. For example, Mathematics criticised the omission of numeracy. In addition, some staff wanted clarity on the levels of achievement expected on graduation. In 2003 the list was revised and rewritten and these problems addressed. At this time it was also decided to leave it up to individual courses of study to define what each attribute meant within a discipline and the level students were expected to achieve.

A third area of contention focused on the way the university had dealt with graduate attributes. In 2000 when Murdoch University’s Academic Council accepted the set of attributes, it also required that every core unit of study in the university be mapped against these attributes by the end of 2001. Guidance on how the mapping was to be done was minimal (other than an example from the School of Environmental Science), no leadership was suggested, no funding provided, and no links were made between graduate attributes and teaching and learning. On the surface, the focus of graduate attributes seemed to be on mapping (i.e. accountability) and it was unclear how mapping would subsequently lead to integrating the attributes into the curriculum. Resistance to graduate attributes was further entrenched when the largest division in the university (where much of the criticism was voiced), mapped most of their units using a process that met the university’s requirement but fell far short of providing any useful information that could lead to embedding graduate attributes into the curriculum. Staff who went through this initial process were then reluctant to participate in the university-wide system developed later. Add to all of this, funding shortages, increasing teaching loads and a range of other unresolved issues for academic staff, and the extent of the challenge to bring about curriculum change using graduate attributes comes into clearer focus.

Finally, Murdoch University had for several years been rated (and continues to be rated) by the Good University’s Guide as the top teaching university in the country. Because of this many concluded that ‘as we are teaching so well, we do not need to bother with graduate attributes’. Many staff would say ‘why do we need to map the attributes, when we already have them in our units’. In other words, we are already doing well and the only reason for mapping units must be accountability.

1 See http://www.alverno.edu/about_alverno/ability_curriculum.html for details.
Thus, we have a highly contested topic with sites of resistance and acceptance, and little awareness of the potential for graduate attributes mapping and implementation to improve teaching and learning.

A major breakthrough came when a senior staff member in the TLC took responsibility for implementing a coordinated approach to the university’s graduate attributes agenda and set about developing a mechanism to map the attributes and a process to link graduate attributes to improving teaching and learning. Shortly after this, university funding was provided for graduate attribute projects, and when Academic Council required School reviews to report on graduate attributes, mapping was embedded in the quality assurance mechanisms of the university. The graduate attribute agenda was further enhanced when the SDP was instituted on a university wide basis and was directly linked to the rolling School review agenda. The time was then ripe to use the GAMP tool as a major teaching and learning vehicle for curriculum renewal across the university.

Several approaches were used to further the graduate attribute agenda and to develop a tool and a process:

- Widespread consultation with academic and senior general staff across the university was used to pave the way for the development and acceptance of a university-wide approach to the mapping of units and to implementing graduate attributes across courses of study.
- An efficient and user friendly mapping tool was developed based on researched and feedback sought in consultation meetings.
- A responsive and staff oriented staff development strategy was instituted in the TLC to further the work of graduate attributes.
- All work on graduate attributes was linked to areas of strategic importance to the university, such as courses or majors due for review or new courses of study. This was formalised in 2003 through the SDP which was endorsed by senior management as a strategic priority for the university and brought together other important curriculum related initiatives2 (Cummings, Phillips, Lowe and Tillbrook, 2004, in press).

The **GAMP tool**

The Graduate Attribute Mapping Program is a web based tool developed using Web Objects. It provides the following:

1. Mapping and reporting on a unit’s learning objectives, learning activities, content and assessment against the 9 attributes and 27 sub-attributes.
2. Aligning the objectives of a unit to the learning activities, content and assessment, and reporting on this.
3. Providing reports on study pathways or full courses of study.

### 1. Mapping and reporting on individual units

The process of mapping and reporting on individual units includes:

- Key overview information about a unit’s learning objectives, learning activities, content and assessment, is entered and displayed as a template. This key information is summarised into manageable items which act as prompts to the Unit Coordinator.
- Each of the 27 sub-attributes is mapped against this template by inserting ticks against each relevant key item (See Figure 1 below).

The TLC provides assistance with the mapping. A team of clerical staff input the data from each unit’s study guide into the overview facility in the tool. This overview information report is sent to unit coordinators for verification prior to mapping. An experienced facilitator from the TLC meets with the coordinator to map. Each unit takes approximately an hour to map, but this varies depending on the level of interaction between the two. Once mapped the academic is provided with a copy of all reports. Because most staff coordinate several units subsequent appointments are made.

---

2 The SDP also included FLIC, Employer Focus Groups, Staff Development workshops. See http://www.tlc.murdoch.edu.au/schooldev/ for details.
It is worth noting that the tool was specifically designed to be easy to use and so that mapping would take as little time as possible. The program was originally designed for staff to input their own data and map their units. But it quickly became clear that it was not feasible to expect this from over stretched academic staff and when the whole notion of graduate attributes was such a contested area in its own right. Some staff can and do use the program but to date this use has been limited. After mapping, staff are encouraged to use the GAMP as a design tool.

The mapping tool generates several printable reports:

- **Overview report**: text report of objectives, leaning activities, content topics and assessment
- **Graduate attributes graph**: bar graph of the unit elements against graduate attributes (See Figure 2)
- **Graduate attributes text**: text report of the unit elements against graduate attributes (See Figure 3)
- **Graduate sub-attributes graph**: bar graph of the unit elements against graduate attributes
- **Graduate sub-attributes text**: text report of the unit elements against graduate attributes.

3 Example is taken from mapping by a lecturer in the field of study.
In the graphical reports, the bars indicate where the attribute is addressed.

![Figure 2: Graduate attributes graph report](image)

### 2. Curriculum alignment mapping and reporting

The tool was originally designed to map only graduate attributes but it quickly became clear that the features provided made it very easy to map alignment to unit objectives also. This additional feature was included and has proved useful in verifying unit design.

The same overview information is used to generate a second template for mapping the unit learning activities, content and assessment to the learning objectives. Again there are printable reports:

- Alignment graph: bar graph of the unit elements against objectives
- Alignment text: text report graph of the unit elements against objectives

### 3. Reporting on courses of study

Once every unit in a course offering has been mapped, a study pathway report can be generated. This report shows all core units mapped against the graduate attributes and reveals where particular graduate attributes and sub-attributes are addressed within a course of study. It also highlights how objectives, learning activities and assessment work together to develop graduate attributes. It can be used to rationalise ‘over development’ of certain attributes across a course, and to determine whether there are attributes that have been neglected.

### The staff development process

The School Development Process is supported by senior management and it has been left to the TLC to develop the strategies to implement it. Although the requirement to map and implement graduate attributes has been driven from the top, the TLC has adopted a ‘middle out’ approach in its work with
academic staff (Cummings, Phillips, Lowe and Tilbrook, 2004 in press). This is in contrast to other places, such as University of Wollongong which uses a ‘bottom up’ approach (James, Fefoe and Hadi, 2004).

As indicated earlier GAMP is used in two contexts: with individual staff and with course (or School) teams of staff. The staff development strategy used with individual staff has several features.

Firstly, a deeper agenda becomes apparent during mapping the graduate attributes because the process also addresses broader curriculum development issues. Staff in Schools are not immediately aware of this, and meetings with Teaching and Learning staff under the guise of mapping graduate attributes naturally elicits discussion of issues related to unit design and teaching practice. It is our experience that this approach to curriculum design through mapping the attributes is less threatening to staff and more effective in working with a wider range of staff than approaching curriculum design directly or in isolation.

Secondly, it has been necessary to stress that the mapping process is about improving learning and teaching and to play down the role of accountability in collecting the information for School reviews. The overall advantages of gathering graduate attribute information for the development of individual units and for the course as a whole is emphasised. Showing examples of a course pathway matrix is useful here. In whole of School meetings the process is explained and discussion is facilitated.

Thirdly, as this is a School and discipline based process it is important to acknowledge and work alongside (and not against) the disciplinary differences and the related conceptions of learning and teaching held by staff. In addition, it appears much of the resistance and compliance to graduate attribute is closely linked to disciplinary groups, although this is not uniformly the case. Becher’s (1989) work on tribes and territories has been useful in informing our understanding of the disciplines, and Trowler and Cooper’s (2003) analysis of the complexities of different teaching and learning regimes informs our staff development process. Prior to the establishment of the SDP, sympathetic staff from within disciplinary areas were used to map the graduate attributes in a ‘bottom up’ approach. We ask facilitators to be aware of the different assumptions and attitudes to teaching and learning held by academic staff, and how these affect practice.

---

Figure 3: Graduate attributes text report (excerpt)
Fourthly, the mapping process includes time for reflection and with it a guided and supported process of questioning and assessing how graduate attributes are developed in a unit. The mapping facilitator who is usually unfamiliar with the unit apart from checking the overview report asks clarifying questions that delve into the unstated goals and expectations of the coordinator. The mapping process requires that staff examine their units from two different perspectives: firstly by taking key features of the unit to determine if and where graduate attributes are developed, and then by examining the curriculum alignment. When considering whether or not to tick if a sub-attribute is covered, coordinators metacogitate and articulate their attitudes to learning and teaching, their practices and what they are hoping to achieve at both the macro and micro levels in the unit. It is apparent that many academics focus on the content and few actually specify in study materials their deeper aims or the generic skills they wish to develop. Mapping attributes helps Unit Coordinators articulate these, highlights any problems with alignment and indicates where objectives have been omitted. The tool allows alteration of the template and staff can make and implement enhancements to their unit information on the fly and with assistance from a TLC facilitator. Thus, using the alignment feature of the tool becomes a confirmation of the mapping, as most coordinators are already aware of any shortfalls in their statements of objectives and alignment.
Finally, affirmation by mapping facilitators has been crucial to the process. Suggestions are made carefully and where ever possible positive feedback is given to staff. For example, individual coordinators are invited to identify best practice strategies that they use to develop attributes and these are included in the TLC developed graduate attribute resource date base. All facilitators recognise that if we overcome resistance, in that alone we are pushing boundaries and increasing the potential for curriculum change. We recognise that we will alienate if we ask too much of coordinators and if we are over critical. Feedback sheets are provided indicating areas for change, but the extent of the changes suggested depends entirely on the staff member’s readiness.

The message to individual staff is that they are already doing an excellent job (why else would we be a five star university) and this should be documented. The results of this mapping are then used to inform how the attributes are scaffolded and developed across a degree course.

**Shifting boundaries**

So how does all of this come together to shift boundaries for curriculum renewal?

**Individual academic staff**

The value to individual staff of mapping graduate attributes has become clear, and a range of advantages for changing teaching and learning have become obvious as a result of this process. Academic life is often very isolated, and even if this is not the case, few academics actually discuss unit design and teaching practices with their peers. The time set aside for mapping and aligning provides a space for this to occur, and for this to happen in consultation with a member of the TLC. Most academics have reported favourably on this opportunity.

Overcoming resistance has been a major objective so it has been important to listen to staff, respond to their concerns, and adjust the process as required. Facilitators continue to report that staff who were initially resistant have quickly warmed to the process, particularly if they perceive it will benefit students and improve their teaching. (Systematic survey of staff response to the process will be made available when completed.) Because graduate attribute mapping is a university requirement, staff are also grateful for the assistance provided by the TLC to alleviate the burden on them.

Facilitators work with many coordinators who have not fully articulated in unit materials the extent to which they are developing student’s generic skills and covering the graduate attributes. Staff have been willing to make changes to their study guides to reflect this.

Discussion during mapping often focuses on the need to articulate learning objectives clearly. The more clearly learning objectives are stated in unit guides, the more easily students can access and understand the unit expectations. (Allan, 1996) Without clear learning objectives, mapping and alignment cannot be carried out, so identifying and clarifying learning objectives needs to be negotiated early on. While this is sometimes a delicate process it is potentially very fruitful because it lies at the core of a unit’s purpose and is a key to discussion of approaches and attitudes to teaching and learning.

**Shifting boundaries at the course level**

Consultation with Schools typically involves two meetings. The first School meeting, which outlines the process, can be problematic because of resistance, but following individual mappings, there is better understanding of the process and the broader purpose of the mapping exercise. At the second meeting (either whole of School in single discipline Schools or with course teams) the focus is on examining the spread of attributes across a degree, how they can be scaffolded and the level of achievement expected on graduation. Staff have recognised how this can be used to review and rationalise effort across courses where there is over emphasis on one attribute at the expense of another, and what this means for learning activities, content and assessment.

---

Shifting boundaries in the TLC

Within the TLC there have been corresponding shifts. Rather than working predominantly with staff who initiate contact, the SDP has meant working to build relationships with a wider and perhaps more challenging group of individuals across the university. This has engendered a broader understanding in the TLC of teaching approaches, priorities, issues, perceptions and practices. There has been lively discussion, a mutual learning process, and it is rich ground for further staff development activities. A further change in staff development practices facilitated by the injection of funding has been working systematically with large numbers of academic staff on an individual basis. This is expensive but is proving worthwhile.

In summary, even with the tool and the staff development strategies this process would not have been so effective if senior management had not been behind it and directly linked it to School reviews. This has provided the imperative which has created challenges for its various participants and has highlighted the diversity of issues, attitudes and engagement in curriculum development and renewal.

Useful contrasts in the effectiveness of GAMP and the process it supports is evident in working with the Schools of Chiropractic and Social Sciences and Humanities, with the former being a site of compliance and the latter with areas of considerable resistance to the process. Chiropractic is a new school which took its first cohort of students in 2001. All units are compulsory and the staff is small, close knit and new to the university. Staff were immediately receptive and valued the assistance provided by the TLC at an individual and School level. In contrast, the School of Social Sciences and Humanities, a recently restructured and very large school, has a high proportion of long established staff from a wide range of disciplines. The courses in many cases provide extensive choice and require few core units. This complicates the scaffolding of graduate attributes. The introductory, whole of School meeting became a forum for debate on the graduate attributes and the SDP, with over worked staff expressing disquiet about the additional burden on them. Meetings with individuals to date, however, have been largely positive with staff appreciative of the support being given. Anecdotal evidence suggests the process is indeed providing a way for them to reflect on their curriculum and their teaching, and obtain personalised assistance to make changes.

The School Development Process combines the use of a web based tool with common sense staff development strategies that are informed by research on teaching and learning. Both the tool and the strategies aim to win over individuals and groups of academic staff to the value that mapping the graduate attributes brings to their teaching and to students’ learning. The web based tool has been pivotal to this process. By illustrating that there is a direct link between graduate attributes and teaching and learning, GAMP has also demonstrated its usefulness in curriculum development and renewal at both the unit and course levels.
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